Upadesa Saram, Class 2
Greetings All,
Continuing

his

teaching

of

Upadesha

Saram,

Swami

Paramarthananda said, in the last class we discussed that this
book contains the essence of Veda Shastram. Vedas are divided
into two groups:
1. Veda Poorva- also called Karma Kanda is the step used
for preparation of the mind.
2. Vedanta – also called Gyana Kanda is the step used to
remove ignorance of the mind.
Karma Kanda is done in an intelligent manner in which one
enjoys the worldly life and desires but also allows one to
grow spiritually. In this stage fulfillment of worldly desires
is primary while spiritual growth is secondary.
As one grows older in Karma Kanda, this process starts to
reverse. Now, the desire for the material world diminishes and
desire for spiritual progress increases. This is Gyana
Yogyatha Prapthihi.
Gyana Yoga itself is for Gyana Prapthi. It allows us Jivatma
and Paramatma Aikyam.
Upadesha Sara’s shloka’s 1-13 are related to Veda Poorva or
Karma Yoga. Shloka’s 14-30 are related to Gyana Prapthi.
Karma Yoga is our first focus. Upadesha Saram is a teaching of
Lord Shiva to Poorvamimamsaka students. Therefore, it begins
with negation of Poorvamimasaka philosophy. Poorvamimasaka’s
have certain misconceptions. Ramana MahaRishi removes those
misconceptions. Poorvamimasaka’s believe in rituals and not
Vedanta. They considered Vedanta a non-fertile desert portion
of a country.
The first misconception of Poorvamimasaka’s is that there is

no God. If asked who created the world, they say both (God
and world) are Mithyas, they are not created. If God does not
create Karma Phalam, who does? Or, who is the Karma Phala
Datha? Their answer is that the Niyathi of Karma creates Karma
Phalam. Citing examples, Gravity does not need a God it
follows laws of gravity. If you light a fire under water, the
water will boil, no God comes in, to do this. They feel, the
laws of physics, the moral laws, the laws of rituals etc.,
govern all actions. There is no Karma Phala Datha. The Karma
itself is the Phala Datha. This is their second misconception.
There are many rituals and there are special rituals. These
special rituals, such as Avahanthi Homam, provide finite
results such as blessing of a child, money etc. These are,
however, Anithya Phalam.
There

are

also

certain

special

rituals

that

produce

Nithyaphalam. It is called the eternal heaven, Swarga. It is
similar to Christianity and Islam’s concept of heaven.
In this context Swamji cited Nachiketas who told Yama: Swarga
is a fine place because you are not there. In this Swarga
there is no disease or death.
Mokshsa is immortality. If Swarga provides it, why do we need
Vedanta, is the question posed by Poorvamimasaka’s. So, the
third misconception of
Poorvamimasaka’s was that Karma is
Moksha Janakam.
Shloka # 1:
“ The results of action flow according to the law of the
Creator. Is Karma , action, God? It is insentient.”
No laws can give phalam. You require a judge. An intelligent
principle decides the phalam as per law. Actions alone are not
enough to consider, one has to take into account the motive as
well. Citing example of the Palavan Bus driver who hits a man
in order to save him from a major accident, one has to take
into account the motive of the driver as well.
Without a

judge, a judgment cannot be given.
Law + Judge=Phalam
Law itself is Jadam. It does not discriminate. The intelligent
principle is required to preside over the law. The judge has
to be well versed in Jivan Rashi (Past, present, all Lokas
etc.). The judge has to be omniscient. When Karma is relevant
to a family all members of the family simultaneously exhaust
their Karmas. The Phalam has to
be versatile. Millions of such events occur in the world and
have to be addressed simultaneously. This requires a superintelligent principle.
The word Kartu means Creator. By using God as the Creator,
creation has manifestation and un-manifestation. As per Vedas
the Universe comes and goes. Modern science also says the
universe was created. This requires a Creator.
A question can be asked, as to why can’t the world be created
accidentally. Citing a story about Shakespeare, it seems there
was an explosion at the printing press and all letters got
thrown out. Later putting them together resulted in creation
of

Shakespeare’s works.

Can accidentally even a shloka be written?

How can we accept

the concept of an accidental Creator? Creation requires a
creator and the Vedas. Both originate from the Lord. Therefore
first misconception of Poorvamimasaka’s is negated.
Law is blind and it requires an intelligent interpreter. This
God is the Creator of Karma Phalam. Every experience I go
through is a Karma Phalam. It was produced by an action of my
own. Therefore, I am responsible for my Karma Phalam.
Relationship of Cows, Parent- Child and a good friend are all
required. They are all Karma Phalas. The Phalam comes from
God’s hands. Why can’t law books regulate Karma? It requires
an agent to regulate. Vedas are Jadam. They require an

interpreter. Physical laws are also Jadam as are moral and
other laws. So, Ishwara is the Karma Phala Datha. This is,
obviously, not accepted by Poorvamimasaka’s.
Here we are talking about Vyavaharika Saguna Ishwara who is
different from Vyavahrika Saguna Jiva and Vyavahrika Saguna
Jagat. This is based upon a Vyavharika Drishti. Here Jiva and
Ishwara are different and as per Vedanta, Karma is also
Vyavahrika.
In Paramarthika Drishti, Jiva and Ishwara are one. One should
not confuse and mix up Vyavahrika and Paramarthika Drishti’s.
Shloka # 2:
“ The fruits of action are transient. Action causes one to
fall into the ocean of
further action. It obstructs the
goal.”
Karma does not produce results. Ishwara produces Karma Phalam
per Karmic law. In this shloka Ramana MahaRishi negates the
second misconception of the Poorvamimasaka’s. They claim that
some Yagas produce Swarga Loka. Here Ramana Maharishi negates
their idea and says, no Karma can produce eternal result as
the Phalam is always Anithyam.
Now a question comes up.

Poorvamimasaka’s also believe in

Vedapramanam. They ask, “ If you believe in Vedas, they say
Swarga is eternal. If so, why don’t you accept our Nithya
Karma Phalam?” Vedantin’s counter this with the question “
There are places in Vedas that say Swarga is not eternal or it
is Anithyam.” Which word of Vedas should we accept?
My Note: Vyavahrika and Paramarthika explained.
The scriptures speak about two different frames of references
to understand the relationship between the Man, the world and
the God. They are the Vyavaharika state and the Paramarthika
State.

The Vyavaharika state refers to the Dual (Dwaita) state of
reference. Most people understand the Universe from this
plane. They perceive the duality of object and the subject.
There is the world (Jagat) and there is Individual (Jiva) and
the God (Ishwara) all separate. The Paramarthika state refers
to the Absolute Non-dual (Advaita) state of reference, where
only Brahman/Atman is. There is no difference between God or
Individual or the world.
The former is a temporary and
relative state of existence whereas the latter is the
absolute-permanent state of existence.
With Best Wishes,
Ram Ramaswamy

